Each summer our Master’s Degree students undertake internships and research projects domestically and around the world. Typical internships occur between the first and second years of the program; occasionally internships last for longer than the summer. Some students undertake multiple experiences. This list shows the rich and diverse internships that F&ES students had in the summer of 2010.

Business and Industry
- Axio Power, Summer Associate, NY
- Cityscape Farms, Intern, CA
- Curtis Packaging Corporation, Project Assistant, CT
- Ecos Consulting, Research Team, Intern-Researcher, CO
- Emergent Ventures India, Climate Value Advisory Intern, INDIA
- Except, Design and Research Intern, THE NETHERLANDS
- First Wind, Development Intern, MA
- Flagship Ventures, Fellowship Summer Program, Fellow, MA
- GE, Corporate Environmental Programs, Supplier Responsibility Intern, CT
- General Electric, GE Corporate Environmental Programs, Intern, CT
- General Motors, Global Battery Systems Engineering, Engineering Intern, MI
- Samsung Economic Research Institute (SERI), Public Policy Researcher, SOUTH KOREA
- Solutions Journal, Editorial Intern, VT
- Tecnoma, SA, Intern Aide for Marine Issues, SPAIN
- Whole Trees Architecture & Construction, Researcher, WI

Education
- FES & Kew Millennium Seed Bank Partnership, Intern, CT
- Fu Dan University, Center of Environmental Economics, Research Assistant, CHINA
- The Global Institute of Sustainable Forestry at Yale FES, Researcher, CT
- Urban Resources Initiative, Community Forester, CT
- Urban Resources Initiative - Yale President’s Public Service Fellow, Community Forester, CT
- Urban Resources Initiative, Greenspace Program, Community Forester, CT
- Urban Resources Initiative, Greenspace Program, Community Forester, CT
- Yale Center for Environmental Law and Policy, Research Assistant, CT AND CHINA
- Yale Center for Environmental Law and Policy, Research Associate, CT (2)
- Yale Center for Industrial Ecology, Criticality Project, Researcher, CT
- Yale Myers Forest - Yale University, Researcher, CT
- Yale Recycling, Recycling Intervention Coordinator, CT
- Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, Lab of Dr. Peter Raymond, Research Assistant, CT
- Yale School Forests, Apprentice Forester, CT (2)
- Yale University, Center for Industrial Ecology, Research Assistant, SINGAPORE

Government and Public Sector
- Bonneville Power Administration, US Department of Energy, Corporate Strategy, Program Analyst, OR (2)
- City of New Haven, Office of Sustainability, Intern, CT
- Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection, Office of Legal Counsel, Legal Intern, CT
- Department of Justice, Environment & Natural Resources Division (ENRD), Wildlife & Marine Resources Section, Summer Intern, DC
- Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Policy, Intern, DC
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- Maldives Mission at the UN, Intern, NY
- Ministry of Environment, Energy, and Climate Change, Consultant, GREECE
- National Park Service, Wilderness Stewardship Division/Fire and Aviation, Researcher, DC
- U.N. Economic Commission for Latin America and The Caribbean, Project Assistant and Independent Researcher, MEXICO
- U.S. Department of Energy, Office of General Counsel, Summer Clerk, DC
- U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Division of Migratory Bird Management, Research Assistant, AK
- U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Energy and Commerce, Subcommittee on Energy and Environment, Graduate Intern, DC
- United Nations Development Programme, Environment and Energy Unit, Climate Change Mitigation Initiation Plan (MIP) Intern, CAMBODIA
- United Nations Development Programme, Environment and Energy Group, Intern, NY
- United Nations Development Programme, Human Development Report Office, Research Team Intern, NY
- U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, Maine Coastal Islands National Wildlife Refuge, Park Ranger/Community Outreach Coordinator, MEXICO
- U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, New England Field Office, Fish and Wildlife Biologist - SCEP, NH
- U.S. Forest Service, Inyo National Forest, Forestry Technician, CA
- U.S. National Park Service- The Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area (SAMO), Volunteer/Researcher, CA
- USDA Forest Service / PNW Research Station, LaGrande Forestry Science Laboratory, Researcher, OR

NGO's and Other Not-For Profit
- Centered Life Ministries, Colorado Springs, Intern, CO
- Climate Solutions / Land Trust Alliance / University of Washington, New Energy Cities / Climate Change Working Group - Brazil Exploration Program Coordinator, Intern / Intern / Program Assistant, WA
- Common Ground Farm, Apprentice, NY
- Conservation International, Critical Ecosystem Partnership Fund (CEPF), Intern/Researcher, DC AND CT
- Conservation Trust of Puerto Rico, Natural Protected Areas Division, Researcher, PR
- DenizTemiz TURMEPA (Turkish Marine Environment Protection Association), Project Intern, TURKEY
- Doga Koruma Merkezi (Nature Conservation Centre), Summer Intern, TURKEY
- Doga Koruma Merkezi (Nature Conservation Center, Program Assistant/Researcher, TURKEY
- Ecotrust, Knowledge Systems, Intern, OR
- ELI Africa, Summer Program Leader, Environmental Program Research and Development, MAURITIUS
- Gateway Christian Fellowship/ Mt. Varick AME Zion Church, Youth Programs, Researcher, CT
- Indian Youth Climate Network/TERI, Division of Social Transformation (TERI), Research Analyst, INDIA
- National Institute of Ecology (INE), Mexico, International Affairs Division, Environmental Policy Research Assistant, MEXICO
- Natural Heritage Institute, Intern/Researcher, CA
- Northern Rockies Conservation Cooperative, Researcher, CANADA (2)
- Red Cross/Red Crescent Climate Center, Researcher, MEXICO
- Rocky Mountain Institute, Built Environment Team, Intern / Researcher, MEXICO
- Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Agua Salud, Researcher, PANAMA
- Southern Environmental Law Center, Charlottesville, VA office, Intern, VA
- TERI, GRIHA Development Group, Researcher, INDIA
- TERI North America, Lighting a Billion Lives Project, Intern, CT
- The Breakthrough Institute, Research Assistant in Energy Policy, CA
- The Conservation Fund, North Coast Conservation Initiative, Forestry Intern, CA
- The Kohala Center and Prof. Marian Chertow, Long Term Industrial Ecosystem Model, Hawaii, Researcher, HI
The Nature Conservancy, San Francisco Field Office, Researcher-Forest and Biodiversity Policy, CA
The Nature Conservancy, Corporate Practices and Global Partnerships Practice, MBA/MEM Intern, CT
The Nature Conservancy, Oregon, Portland office, Oregon Coast Field Intern, OR
William J. Clinton Foundation, Clinton Climate Initiative East Africa Program, Research and program support for Tanzania's REDD program, TANZANIA
World Bank, Latin America and Caribbean, Intern, DC
World Resources Institute, Renewable Energy Initiatives, Intern, DC
World Resources Institute, China Vulnerability and Adaptation Project, Intern, DC
World Wildlife Fund, Mozambique, Summer Intern, MOZAMBIQUE
Zoological Society of London, EDGE of Existence Project, Researcher, UNITED KINGDOM

Non U.S. Independent Research

- Role of the White-winged Guan in seed dispersal in Tumbesian Dry Forest biodiversity, Olmos, Peru
- Research on issues related to indigenous agriculture and biodiversity issues in the state of Punjab, India, Chandigarh, India
- Comparative study of coal mining regulation in the United States and South Africa: Incentives for a transition towards renewable resources, Potchefstroom, South Africa, Kentucky, and West Virginia
- Research on the premise that developing countries will be the largest emitters of greenhouse gases (GHG) and the most impacted by global climate change (GCC), New Haven, CT and Sao Paulo, Brazil
- Research into inter-urban transportation on the island of Java, Indonesia, Semarang, Central Java, Indonesia
- Research on how Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD) project frameworks may begin to address indigenous communities' apprehensions by understanding what the specific concerns and reservations of local indigenous communities are with regards to REDD projects using the Ecuadorian Socio Bosque program as a pilot study, Quito, Ecuador
- A household survey of production of the crop Digitaria exilis in the Fouta Djallon region of West Africa, Kedougou, Senegal
- Environmental identity, ecosystem productivity and land-cover change in the Eastern Desert Red Sea Region, Egypt
- Field research in a Peruvian catchment, entitled: Hydrological services of an Andean Amazon cloud forest: the role of soils and the influence of land-use change, Oxapampa, Pasco, Peru
- Gender, labor and sanitation: A case study in Ekiti State, Nigeria, Ado-Ekiti, Ekiti State, Nigeria
- "Protected Areas and their impact on the Livelihood of Local Communities: the Case of Mnazi-Bay Ruvuma Estuary Marine Park (MBREMP) in Tanzania", Mtwarra, Tanzania
- Analysis of Indigenous Knowledge Transfer and Community Food Sovereignty in Kuna Yala, Panama and Guatemala
- Assessing landscape conservation models such as ecoregion and human dimensions in planning and management as well as its governance of the Eastern Himalayas, a biological hotspot which spreads across three countries i.e. Nepal and India in South Asia, Taplejung, Mechi District, Nepal
- Towards a comprehensive land use based REDD. A case study in Ghana and Peru, Bia National Park, Ghana / Madre de Dios, Peru

Independent U.S. Research

- Using Fire/Grazing Dynamics to Restore a Grassland Ecosystem in New England, Southbury, CT
- “Habitat segregation of dengue vectors within heterogeneous urban areas in Patillas, Puerto Rico, using high resolution satellite data”, Patillas, Puerto Rico
- The only long-term collaborative field study on the Colville National Forest in eastern Washington, examining the first old growth fuel reduction treatments conducted there and comparing stand density and composition of single structure and multi-story stands, Republic, WA
- "Native and Non-Native Struggles for Justice: A Participatory Action Study of the Eagle Mine Conflict in Michigan's Upper Peninsula", Baraga and Marquette, Michigan, United States
- Creating a systems dynamic model of the Great Lakes Watershed, working on a system dynamics model of wastewater reuse and a literature review of system dynamics modeling for water resources management, New Haven, CT
- Chemical responses to changing shade levels on Hawaiian teas, Hilo, Hawaii
- Research on the effects of trades of sulfur dioxide emissions allowances and their effects on human health, New Haven, CT
- Greening Main Street: Integrating Extensive Vegetated Roofs and Economic Revitalization in Washington, D.C., Washington, DC
- Testing a sustainable landscape management program on campus, creating a pilot composting tea with a series of experimental plots around Yale comparing soils amended with compost and those under current management, New Haven, CT
- Testing a method designed for detecting and identifying sources of fecal contamination in beaches following the East Shore Department of Health locations and protocols, Branford, CT
- The effect of fiddler crab behaviors on salt marsh ecosystem function in the presence or absence of avian predation, Guilford, CT